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Abstract
Wetlands can be defined as areas that are frequently inundated or saturated by ground or
surface water. Such areas are rich in biodiversity and can provide many ecosystem services for
human and nature. Wetland surface water dynamic is an important driver of soil and vegetation
formations, and overall wetland functioning. The increase in global water use and accelerating
global climate change can negatively affect wetland surface water dynamics and water resources
in the future. Therefore, there is an urgent need to monitor wetland surface water dynamics to
understand the impact of human activities and climate on wetland ecosystems.
Accurate surface water dynamic maps can be used for the general delineation of wetland
habitats and characterizing the spatial-temporal variation of surface water areas. The use of
optical remote sensing images to map surface water have been widely studied, using different
methods and sensors. However, wetlands are highly dynamic and heterogenous, thus calling for
higher temporal and spatial resolutions data. With up to 10 m spatial resolution and five days
revisit time, the freely available Sentinel-2 data might be a good opportunity for mapping the
surface water dynamics of complex wetlands. This research investigated the effectiveness and
limitations of Sentinel-2 time-series data in combination with a novel Water Change Tracking
(WCT) algorithm for mapping the surface water dynamics of St. Lucia wetland in South Africa.
The WCT algorithm took a total of 45 atmospherically corrected Sentinel-2 time-series images of
2017 as initial input and output a water coverage frequency image (WF) that represented
monthly detected water pixels. To render this WF image, the Minimum Normalized Water Score
(MNWS) time-series images were computed based on water sample clusters. The water sample
clusters were extracted for each input multispectral band image. Suitable multispectral bands
and thresholds to binarize the MNWS image into water and non-water pixels were investigated.
To avoid erroneous cloud, cloud shadow and dark vegetation pixels, the WCT algorithm
employed invalid pixel masks and an additional terrain mask based on SRTM DEM.
Subsequently, the WF image was reclassified according to the Land Cover Classification System
to create a Sentinel-2 based Dynamic Water Map (S2-DWM). Finally, the map accuracy of S2DWM was compared to the Global Surface Water dataset (JRC-GSW-S) based on 208 random
validation sample sites. The sample sites were equally allocated over non-water, seasonal and
permanent waters, and wetland strata. The comparison focused on wetland and non-wetland
areas.
The results showed that Sentinel-2 bands B2, B3, B4, B8A, B11 and B12 in combination with a
fixed MNWS threshold of 3.0 was found suitable to binarize the MNWS image to water and nonwater pixels. The study revealed that the MNWS model was excellent at detecting surface water
areas over thin clouds and those affected by surface sun-glint. Unfortunately, the MNWS model
cannot separate cloud shadow pixels from water pixels effectively due to the inclusion of cloud
shadows pixel in the water sample clusters. The map comparisons showed that the S2-DWM and
the JRC-GSW-S map have a similar estimation of open water areas, while the S2-DWM detected
more water-related areas (total area = 31852.12 ha) than the JRC-GSW-S map (total area =
29605.28) because of the inclusion of vegetated wetlands.
With respect to the classification set without wetland areas, the S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S map
achieved overall accuracies of 86% and 83%, respectively. The S2-DWM was excellent at
mapping seasonal waters (F1-score = 85%), whilst the JRC-GSW-S was better at mapping
permanent waters (F1-score = 86%). Due to the inconsistency of the water seasonality criteria
used in S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S datasets, the accuracies should be considered as rough
indicators of their performances in mapping surface water dynamics.
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All things considered, this research confirmed the potential of Sentinel-2 time-series data and
the WCT algorithm for mapping surface water dynamics of wetlands. The results of this study
can be used to support other studies on the capability of optical Sentinel-2 sensor and its timeseries data to characterize wetland dynamics. Also, the employed algorithm and methodology in
the study can be further developed to build a proper monitoring framework for wetland surface
water dynamics and habitats.
Keywords: Sentinel-2, surface water dynamics, wetlands, clustering, time-series, remote
sensing, South Africa
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Context
Wetlands can refer to areas where the soil is saturated or covered with water. They are typically
found in landscapes with low elevation and high water table (Inglett et al., 2005). These lowlying areas are frequently inundated during the year, hence wetlands often serve as transition
zones between dry upland and aquatic ecosystems such as lakes and rivers (Burton & Tiner,
2009). The ability of wetlands to collect and retain water (Campos et al., 2011) makes them a
highly dynamic environment that can support a large diversity of species and habitats. A rich
wetland biodiversity can serve as a natural filtering ecosystem to capture pollutants and
nutrients from surface water, through physical, chemical, and biological processes. Captured
nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus are chemical fertilizers that are needed for plant and
crop growths, thus valuable for agriculture and food production (Kostel, n.d.). Furthermore,
studies have shown that wetlands can help reduce flood risk (e.g. Acreman & Holden, 2013; de
Groot et al., 2002) and protect uplands from storm surges in coastal settings.(e.g. Gedan et al.,
2011; Temmerman et al., 2013). Therefore, it is evident that wetland ecosystem services have
far-reaching importance and value for our social, economic, and environmental well-being. All
things considered, it is estimated that the global monetary values of wetland ecosystem services
and goods are worth about $47.4 trillion per year by 2011 (Davidson et al., 2019), which makes
wetlands one of the most productive ecosystems.
The complexity of wetland ecosystems makes it difficult to unify them by a common land-cover
or vegetation type. However, the presence of water in wetlands is undoubtedly a key
characteristic that largely affect their functioning (Gallant, 2015). Particularly, wetland surface
water dynamics are a major influence on the rate of soil and vegetation formations, diversity of
species and their survival, and therefore are fundamental to the existence of wetland
environments (Baker et al., 2009). Surface water dynamic is described by Wang et al. (2018) as
the distribution and extent of surface water for a given period. It also distinguishes areas of
permanent and seasonal waters (Pekel et al., 2016) which are important characteristics for the
classification of wetland habitats and delineation of wetland areas to support wetland
inventories (C. Finlayson, 2018; Matthews, 2016). Unfortunately, due to rapid population growth
and socio-economic development, global water use has increased nearly six-fold since 1900
(Ritchie & Roser, 2017). Consequently, up to 71% of the global wetland areas has been lost since
then due to changes in water use and water availability, among others (Davidson, 2014). Besides
increasing water demand, climate change and global warming also pose a threat for many
wetland ecosystems around the world. The global average temperature is estimated to increase
every decade by 0.2 °C (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2018). Hence, more frequent, and intense
drought events are expected due to higher temperatures (Van Loon, 2015). This can negatively
affect the wetland surface water dynamics permanently and further stresses our water
resources. Therefore, there is a great need to monitor wetland surface water dynamics to
understand the global impact of human activities on wetland ecosystems. Moreover, timely
wetland surface water dynamics data are essential for authorities to manage and support
sustainable use of wetlands and their water.
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1.2 Research needs
Wetlands are highly dynamic and heterogeneous, thus calling for data with high-spatial and
temporal resolution for observation. Advances in earth observation and remote-sensing
technologies provide a large amount of data and applications suitable for assessing wetland
areas at different spatial scales. Moreover, the use of multi-temporal sensors provides excellent
opportunities for mapping and monitoring wetland surface water yearly and monthly dynamics
and connected aquatic ecosystems. The use of optical sensor allows monitoring of wetland
surface water dynamics using the visible and near-infrared (VNIR) spectra. Typically, water has
a lower reflectance in these spectral regions compared to other land cover and therefore can be
detected accordingly. Current efforts for mapping wetland surface water dynamics mostly use
optical data from the Landsat platform at 30 m resolution with a revisit time of sixteen days
(Vries et al., 2017; Halabisky et al., 2016; Jones, 2015; Mejia Ávila et al., 2019; Schaffer-Smith et
al., 2017). However, higher resolution data is often required to avoid spatially discontinued
water bodies. This is crucial for monitoring small and complex wetland areas that have
intermittent or ephemeral connected surface water systems (Lang et al., 2012) and different
stages of vegetation development. Most wetlands are shallow systems and vegetation typically
grows on seasonally inundated or near-permanent water areas (Halabisky et al., 2016) that are
transitional between dry uplands and permanent open waters. These further stresses the need
for high resolution data to reduce scale discrepancy at transitional zones and delineate wetland
surface water distributions and extents more precisely.
With increasing availability of remote sensing data, more high-spatial and temporal resolution
data becomes accessible for researchers to exploit the information they provide to study
wetlands surface water dynamics more accurately. Recently, the use of free Sentinel-1 and
Sentinel-2 satellite data have gained popularity due to the above reason. Both satellites support
data with a spatial resolution up to 10 m and five to twelve days revisit time. Sentinel-1
provides Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data, whereas Sentinel-2 carries an optical instrument
which delivers data at thirteen spectral bands. SAR data can be used to complement the
monitoring of surface water dynamics over cloudy scenes or vegetated areas due to the use of
microwave signals. However, SAR images are more challenging to interpret and process than
optical images.
To map surface water dynamics accurately, an efficient and repeatable method is needed that
can deal with spatial-temporal changes in complex wetlands. Recently, Chen et al. (2020)
developed a novel Water Change Tracking (WCT) algorithm to map seasonal and permanent
open waters using Landsat time-series images. Here, open waters refer to water areas that are
not covered by vegetation (Schaffer-Smith et al., 2017) such as lakes, rivers and other
permanent water bodies. The algorithm employs a clustering technique to automatically extract
water pixels from optical images. Clustering is particularly effective for mapping different water
types (e.g. turbid and clear waters) as proven by Sun et al. (2012) and Fisher et al. (2016).
Therefore, it is expected that the WCT algorithm could better handle the highly dynamic surface
water system in wetlands. However, the efficiency of the algorithm, to the best of the author’s
knowledge, is yet to be tested with high resolutions optical datasets such as Sentinel-2. More
importantly, further research is needed to evaluate the suitability of the WCT algorithm for
assessing seasonal and permanent wetlands where a large percent of water is under vegetation
canopies. Also, current global datasets such as Global Surface Water Seasonality (JRC-GSW-S)
(Pekel et al., 2016) and Dynamic Surface Water Extent (DSWE) (Jones, 2019) have been
developed and tested for mapping long-term surface water dynamics in different environments
and water systems. It would be interesting to investigate how a Sentinel-2 based surface water
dynamics data product can complement these datasets in wetland areas. This thesis will
therefore assess the use of Sentinel-2 data and the WCT algorithm for mapping wetland surface
water dynamics of Lake St. Lucia estuary in South Africa.
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1.3 Objectives and research questions
The main objective of this research is to use Sentinel-2 time-series optical data to characterize
and map the surface water dynamics of St. Lucia wetland. Accurate surface water dynamics map
is useful information for wetland managers to assess the extent and distributions of wetland
areas. Subsequently, permanent-, and seasonally inundated areas can be classified to
characterize the temporal variations of wetlands. Also, the purpose of this study is to
demonstrate the effectiveness and limitations of the WCT algorithm and Sentinel-2 time-series
data for mapping wetland surface water dynamics.
Based on the objectives, the following research questions are formulated:
RQ 1.

Can the Sentinel-2 based WCT algorithm provide accurate mapping of wetland surface
water dynamics?

RQ 2.

To what extent is the produced wetland surface water dynamic map comparable with
existing global surface water datasets?

1.4 Thesis structure
This thesis is structured in five chapters. Chapter two describes the materials and methods used
in this study, whereas maps and analysis results are presented in chapter three. Chapter four
evaluates the employed methodology and research findings. Finally, the conclusions from this
study are given in chapter five, which includes a few recommendations for further studies.
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Chapter 2 Materials and methods
This chapter discusses the materials and methods used in this study. Section 2.1 describes the
study area and the employed datasets sourced from Google Earth Engine Data Catalog. This
section also explains how the Sentinel-2 images were selected and prepared for the analysis.
Subsequently, section 2.2 provides a detailed description of how the Water Change Tracking
algorithm was adapted for this study and how the resulting map was evaluated and compared
against an existing global surface water dataset.

2.1 Materials
2.1.1 Study area
Lake St. Lucia (28° 00' 00.0" S, 32° 30' 00.0" E) is part of the iSimangaliso Wetland Park, a
recognized UNESCO World Heritage Site located east of South-Africa (see figure 1). The region has
a semi-arid climate and receives between 964 and 1200 mm of precipitation annually (Stuart &
Stuart, 2018). The sub-tropical region also knows dry and wet seasons which span from May to
September and September to March, respectively (Kelbe, n.d.). With an area of about 2395 km²,
the park comprises a variety of landscapes including marine, coastal, wetland, estuarine and
terrestrial ecosystems. The coastal wetland system, which is associated with Lake St. Lucia, is an
estuarine area that supports valuable habitats for birds, fishes, reptiles and large mammals such
as hippopotamus and the endangered black rhino (Zaloumis & Mkhize, 2011). Lake St. Lucia is
also one of the four Ramsar sites located in the park. The shallow water (1-1.2 m deep) lake of St.
Lucia is fed by multiple rivers, namely: Mkuze, Mzinene, Nyalazi, Hluweluwe ,Mpate and Mfolozi
(Ramsar, 1998; Whitfield et al., 2013). With about 300 km² of open water area, Lake St. Lucia
represents 60% of the entire estuarine area in South-Africa (Zaloumis, 2011). Therefore, Lake St.
Lucia estuary and its rivers are the most significant water resources that provide water-related
ecosystem services in this region.
The iSimangaliso Wetland Park experienced a long-term drought between 2002 and 2012. In
2015, the area received the lowest rainfall in 65 years which led to the loss of about 90% of Lake
St Lucia surface water area (Coppola, 2017; Watson, 2016). In an effort to recover the hydrological
and ecological functioning of the lake, a restoration project was carried out from 2016 to 2017 to
remove the dredged spoil dump that is blocking the Mfolozi river from flowing into the lake at St.
Lucia Estuary Mouth (see figure 1) (Basson & Sawadogo, 2019). Good rains during summer 2016
and 2017, in combination with inflows from the Mfolozi were reported to have replenished the
majority part of Lake St. Lucia (Coppola, 2017).

2.1.2 Data
Sentinel-2 images
The Sentinel-2 mission provides two sun-synchronous orbiting satellites, namely: Sentinel-2A
(launched in 2015) and Sentinel-2B (launched in 2017). Both satellites allow a revisit time of
five days at the equator and up to 2-3 days at mid-latitudes (European Space Agency, n.d.-a).
Each satellite carries a Multi Spectral Instrument (MSI) that supports thirteen spectral bands at
10, 20 and 60 meters ground resolution (European Space Agency, 2015). The full Sentinel-2 MSI
band specifications are summarized in table 1. In this study, Sentinel-2 Top-Of-Atmosphere
reflectance (TOA) Level-1C orthoimage products of 2017 were sourced from Google Earth
Engine (GEE), a cloud-based geospatial processing platform (Gorelick et al., 2017). The Google
Earth Engine Python API was particularly used in this study.
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Figure 1. Location of the study area. Lake St. Lucia system showing the river flowing into the lake. Figure is adapted from
(Whitfield et al., 2013)
Table 1. Sentinel-2 Multispectral Instrument band specifications
Band

Band Description

B01
B02
B03
B04
B05
B06
B07
B08
B8A
B09
B10

Coastal aerosol
Blue
Green
Red
Vegetation Red-Edge
Vegetation Red-Edge
Vegetation Red-Edge
Near-infrared
Vegetation Red-Edge
Water vapor
Shortwave infrared/
Cirrus
Shortwave infrared
Shortwave infrared

B11
B12

Wavelength
range (nm)
433 – 453
458 – 523
543 – 578
650 – 680
698 – 713
733 – 748
773 – 793
785 – 900
855 – 875
935 – 955
1360 – 1390

Central wavelength
(nm)
443
490
560
665
705
740
783
842
865
945
1375

Ground resolution
(m)
60
10
10
10
20
20
20
10
20
60
60

1565 – 1655
2100 – 2280

1610
2190

20
20
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Global Surface Water Seasonality
The European Commission Join Research Centre has developed a 30 m resolution Global Surface
Water (JRC-GWS) dataset based on orthorectified TOA Landsat 5, 7 and 8 archive (Pekel et al.,
2016). The dataset supports six different products which describe long-term surface water
changes over the past 32 years (1984-2018). Notably, the Global Surface Water Seasonality (JRCGSW-S) map provides information regarding the seasonal and permanent behaviour of
waterbodies for a single year (Senyurek et al., 2020). Surface areas which are underwater for 12
months are considered permanent waterbodies, whilst seasonal waterbodies are underwater for
less than 12 months. The JRC-GSW-S dataset of 2017 was reclassified and compared to the
Sentinel-2 result from this study. It should be noted that this dataset was exported from GEE
with a resampled (by nearest neighbour interpolation) spatial resolution of 10 m.
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission DEM
The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) DEM (Farr et al., 2007) was sourced from GEE to
be used in the methodology (see subsection 2.3.1) in this study. Based on visual inspection, it
was observed that areas with an elevation greater than 30 meters were mostly associated to
upland and dense forests in St. Lucia’s lake area. Wetland and surface water areas were found at
lower altitudes. This dataset was also resampled to 10 m spatial resolution.

2.1.3 Data preparation
Sentinel-2 mosaic
Satellite images covering tile IDs T36JVP and T36JVQ with less than 50% cloud cover were
selected. For analysis purposes, image tile-pairs with matching observation dates were merged
into a mosaic, which yields a total of 62 mosaics. Additional visual inspection was performed on
each mosaic to ensure that a majority of St. Lucia’s lake area and the Narrows (see figure 1) are
not completely covered by clouds. Many of the selected mosaics exhibit severe cloudiness but
were considered satisfactory for analysis. A total of 45 multi-temporal image mosaics were
selected for further analysis. Each month has at least one observation (see table 2).
Table 2. Number of mosaics in each month.

Months
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Nr. Mosaics 2
3
4
2
3
5
8
7
4
3
3
1
6S Atmospheric correction
Atmospheric correction is essential for retrieving accurate surface reflectances from multitemporal images. The absorption and scattering effects of gasses and aerosols in the atmosphere
can cause major discrepancies in detecting surface water and other non-bright features such as
vegetation (Hadjimitsis et al., 2010). In this study an atmospheric correction was performed
based on the 6S Radiative Transfer Model (RTM) (Vermote & Roger, 1996). The Py6S Python
interface (Wilson, 2013) was particularly employed. In its simplicity, the 6S model requires prior
knowledge about the atmospheric conditions and solar and sensor geometries during the
satellite observation to estimate surface reflectance. The sensor and solar geometries were
derived from Sentinel-2 Level-1 orthoimage metadata in GEE. Atmospheric constituents such as
water vapor (H2O), ozone (O3) and Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) of the study area were
retrieved from multiple datasets available in Google Earth Engine Data Catalog. Appendix 1
shows a detailed summary of the retrieved image metadata and atmospheric datasets used in
the 6S model.
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The result of the atmospheric correction is given in figure 2 for exemplary water and vegetation
samples. Lower reflectance values were observed after atmospheric correction. This effect is
more pronounced in the visible spectrum since short wavelengths are more prone to
atmospheric scattering. On the contrary, it was found that the typical near-infrared reflectance
(B8 at 824 nm) of vegetation is higher after atmospheric correction. This is presumably caused
by the reduced effect of atmospheric absorption in the infrared wavelengths. Furthermore, it
was known that water bodies have inherently low reflectance values in the visible spectrum,
whilst most of the radiation at longer wavelengths is absorbed. Consequently, negative
reflectance values over water areas were observed in the images after atmospheric correction.
For analysis purposes, negative reflectance values were replaced with zero values. Finally, the
atmospherically corrected mosaic images were resampled to 10 m resolution and exported from
GEE for further analysis.

Figure 2. Spectral signature comparing top-of-atmosphere reflectance (TOA) and surface reflectances (SR) of water and
vegetation samples (red). The median value of each band across the multi-temporal mosaic images is plotted in this
figure. Mini map by © Google Satellite.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Water Change Tracking algorithm
In this study, a novel Water Change Tracking (WCT) algorithm developed by Chen et al. (2020)
was implemented and modified to suit Sentinel-2 data and the study area. The result of the WCT
was a Sentinel-2 based Dynamic Water Map (S2-DWM) of St. Lucia wetland, which classifies
surface areas as permanent and seasonal waters. Additionally, the study also investigated the
capability of the S2-DWM to capture potential wetland areas. The WCT is a two-step algorithm:
(1) calculating time-series Minimum Normalized Water Score (MWNS) images and invalid pixel
masks; (2) calculating the water coverage frequency based on the time-series data. Invalid pixels
refer to cloud, cloud shadow and terrain pixels which could be misinterpreted as water areas. A
MNWS image is created by first (1) collecting Reliable Water Samples (RWS), (2) clustering the
water samples and finally (3) calculating the MNWS model. An overview of this approach is
illustrated in figure 3 and is discussed in detail in the next subsections.
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Figure 3. Flowchart diagram illustrating the general approach of this study.

2.2.2 Sentinel-2 Reliable Water Sample
Reliable Water Samples comprise of pixel values from multispectral bands that can best separate
water features from non-water features. The spectral signatures of several common land cover
types including cloud and cloud shadows were investigated to determine suitable multispectral
bands. It should be noted that only the 10- and 20-meter resolutions band images (see table 1)
were considered in this step. Mosaic images taken on 25th February 25th June and 29th August
2017, were considered for the spectral signature analysis. The images are subject to clouds but
are clear enough to show most land cover types. Appendix 3 shows the locations of the sample
areas used to extract the spectral signatures.
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Subsequently, water samples were extracted from regions which satisfy the following
expressions:
1,
𝑅𝑊𝑆 = {
0,

𝑖𝑓 (𝑀𝑁𝐷𝑊𝐼 ≥ 𝑂𝑡𝑠𝑢 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 ( 𝑀𝐺𝑅𝑁 ≤ 0.15)
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑀𝑁𝐷𝑊𝐼 =

(𝐵3 − 𝐵11)
(𝐵3 + 𝐵11)

(2)
(3)

Where 𝑀𝐺𝑅𝑁 is the minimum reflectance of the green, red and near-infrared bands (Yamazaki
et al., 2015) and MNDWI (Xu, 2006) a widely used spectral index for surface water detection.
According to Chen et al. (2020), the MNDWI is sensitive to bright clouds, hence the MGRN could
be employed to exclude these cloud pixels from the water regions. Water bodies have low
reflectance values for these bands compared to clouds or bright features. A fixed MGRN
threshold of 0.15 was adopted from (Chen et al., 2020). To extract the waters regions, a global
threshold value was calculated from the MNDWI image histogram using Otsu’s method (Otsu,
1979). Otsu’s method iteratively evaluates all the possible threshold values and selects the best
threshold that maximizes the inter-class variability. The threshold values and the number of
iterations are represented by the bins in the image histogram (Clinton, 2017). In general, a
positive MNDWI value indicates the presence of water. Hence, the Otsu’s method was only
performed for MNDWI values greater or equal than zero.

2.2.3 Minimum Normalized Water Score image
After collecting the water samples, a K-means clustering (K = 8) was performed to cluster the
RWS region based on bands B2, B3 and B4 in the visible spectrum. The idea is that each cluster is
a subregion that is associated with a certain type of water (e.g. muddy, clear or vegetated) and
should be treated individually when calculating the MNWS image. Other bands were not
considered for clustering since radiation is absorbed at longer wavelengths, thus could not
reveal different water types. The number of clusters was empirically set to eight because it was
found to be satisfactory in representing most of St. Lucia’s complex water types. Subsequently,
the MNWS model was calculated as follow:

𝑁𝑊𝑆𝑖 =

𝑥𝑖,𝑗
(𝑥𝑗 − ̅̅̅̅)
𝑚
)
√∑𝑗=1 ( 𝜎𝑖,𝑗
𝑚

𝑛 {𝑁𝑊𝑆 }
𝑀𝑁𝑊𝑆 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖=1
𝑖

2

(3)
(4)

Where 𝜎𝑖,𝑗 and ̅̅̅̅
𝑥𝑖,𝑗 are the standard deviation and mean of water cluster 𝑖 at band 𝑗. 𝑥𝑗
represents the image pixel at band 𝑗 and 𝑚 the total number of bands. The 𝑁𝑊𝑆𝑖 refers to the
distance of each pixels to a water cluster in the feature space. Subsequently, for clusters 𝑛, the
minimum NWS is calculated to ensure that each water pixel belongs to the closest cluster and a
single MNWS image can be produced. A low MWNS value indicates the presence of water,
whereas a high MWNS value represents non-water pixels.
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2.2.4 Invalid pixel mask
An invalid pixel mask was created to avoid omit cloud, cloud shadow and vegetation pixels from
the multi-temporal mosaic images. The presence of cloud shadows and dark coloured vegetation
in the image could be misclassified as surface water due to their inherently low reflectance
values. Cloud and cloud shadow pixels were masked based on multi-temporal images
differencing method from (Candra et al., 2020). The method employs a threshold on the band
reflectance difference between the contaminated target image and clear reference image to
detect cloud and cloud shadow pixels. Additionally, a vegetation index with a suitable threshold
was used to mask vegetation pixels on land. It should be noted that, pixels masked as vegetation
were given first layer priority on the final mask in case cloud shadow pixels over land were not
effectively detected by the algorithm. The invalid pixel mask was constructed as follow:
1,
2,
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 = {
3,
0,

𝑖𝑓 (𝑑𝐵8𝐴 < −400) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑑𝐵11 < −400)
𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑𝑜𝑤
𝑖𝑓 (𝑑𝐵2 > 800) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑑𝐵3 > 800) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝑑𝐵4 > 800) 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑
(5)
𝑖𝑓 𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 > 0.5
𝑉𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =

(𝐵8𝐴 − 𝐵4)
(𝐵8𝐴 + 𝐵4)

(6)

Where 𝑑𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑑 is the difference image between target band image and reference band image and
NDVI a widely use vegetation index (Rouse et al., 1973). The difference images were calculated
based on the clearest reference image found in each month in the time-series. If no clear
reference image was found in the same month as the target image, the best reference image from
the closest month was used instead. Table 3 shows the selected mosaic reference images in each
month. Appendix 2 displays the selected reference mosaic images.
Table 3. Selected mosaic reference image in each month in 2017. Only the days are shown here for brevity.

Months
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Reference image 19 19 27
27 15
15 20 24
8
8
17
17
day

2017-03-30

Figure 4. Mosaic image taken on 30th March 2017 demonstrating the performance of the invalid pixel mask (left). The
right picture shows a pseudo-color composite (B11, B8A, B2) where blue pixels indicate the presence of water. The arrows
show where cloud shadow pixels are partially detected by the invalid pixel algorithm. Base map by © CARTO.
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It should be noted that the invalid pixel algorithm was found not capable in masking cloud
shadows over surface water areas (see example figure 4) due to the reason that the reflectance
difference is close to zero for these pixels. Moreover, not all cloud shadow pixels over land were
omitted by the invalid pixel mask. Therefore, an additional terrain mask based on the SRTM
dataset (see section 2.1.2) was used to omit leftover invalid pixels in the final WF image. Water
pixels detected at areas with an altitude greater than 30 meters were considered erroneous and
most likely caused by cloud shadows over land. Furthermore, only thick clouds were detected by
the masking algorithm. Consequently, small gaps in the cloud mask could be observed at cloud
edges or locations with thin clouds. This limitation can be neglected because it was expected that
the MNWS model do not detect cloud pixels.

2.2.5 Sentinel-2 based Dynamic Water Map
Water coverage frequency image
A water coverage frequency image (WF) was calculated using the MNWS time-series mosaics
and invalid pixel masks. The water frequency (WF) was calculated using:
𝑊𝐹 =

𝑊𝐷
∗ 12
(𝑇𝑂 − 𝐼𝐶𝑃)

(7)

𝑇𝑂

𝑊𝐷 = ∑(𝑀𝑁𝑊𝑆𝑡 < 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 )
𝑡=1

(8)

𝑇𝑂

𝐼𝐶𝑃 = ∑ 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑢𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑡

(9)

𝑡=1

Where WD is the number of times a pixel is detected as water and TO the total number of scenes
in the time-series. A fixed threshold was used to binarize the MNWS image to water and nonwater pixels. A suitable threshold value was investigated based on the MNWS values of the same
sample areas shown in appendix 3. ICP represents the number of invalid cloud pixels from the
invalid pixel mask. The true surface type cannot be determined in the image if water pixels are
covered by clouds. Hence, the total number of scenes should be reduced based on the number of
invalid pixels (i.e. ICP) covering those areas. The resulting WF is an image with pixel values
ranging from 0 to 12 (months).
Sentinel-2 based Dynamic Water Map
The WF image was further reclassified to permanent and seasonal waters and wetland. In this
study, the water seasonality criteria was based on the Land Cover Classification System (LCCS)
(Di Gregorio & Jansen, 2005). The LCCS is designed with two main phases: an initial
Dichotomous Phase (DP) and a Module-Hierarchical Phase (MHP). The first phase defines the
eight major land cover types, whereas the secondary phase is used to create a lower level class
based on a set of pre-defined pure land cover classifiers. These classifiers are tailored for each
major land cover types. Table 4 shows the LCCS class definitions and their translation for this
study. The result of the reclassification was a Sentinel-2 based Dynamic Water Map that consists
of four classes: permanent water, seasonal water, wetland, and non-water. Non-water refers to
all other pixels that were not detected on the water frequency map. It should be noted that in
this study, the wetland class is an inherent part of water seasonality, but it was regarded as
wetland because the bare surface (i.e. when it is not flooded) was mostly vegetated. Notably, the
LCCS also defined an umbrella class with a similar class characteristic (i.e. LCCS-DP A24). Finally,
a sieve filter was applied on the reclassified map to remove small isolated pixels.
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Table 4 LCCS class definitions and their translated classes for this study.

LCCS-DP class
code and
name
B28 Natural
waterbodies
snow and ice

LCCS-MHP
classifier
Persistence

LCCS-MHSP
class
definition
Perennial

A24 Natural and
Semi-Natural
Aquatic or
Regularly
Flooded
Vegetation
A24 Natural and
Semi-Natural
Aquatic or
Regularly
Flooded
Vegetation

Water
seasonality

(Semi-)
Permanent

Water
seasonality

Temporary
or Seasonal

LCCS
classification
criteria
The water covers
the surface for
more than nine
months in each
year.
Three months or
more than a
specific season

Translated
class

Water
Frequency

Permanent
water

>9

Seasonal
water

≥ 3 and ≤
9

Less than three
months a year or
during a specific
season

Wetland

<3

2.2.6 Accuracy assessment
Stratified random validation samples
The JRC-GSW-S (see section 2.1.2) and the S2-DWM from this study were compared and
evaluated on its effectiveness in capturing wetland surface water dynamics. First, the study area
was segmented into four equally sized subareas of roughly 41 by 28 kilometres each.
Subsequently, stratified random validation samples were selected across each subarea based on
the S2-DWM classification. For each class in the stratification, 13 sample points were randomly
distributed. This yield a total number of 208 (i.e. 52 samples each stratum) validation samples
over the entire study area. It should be noted that samples clustered together in a similar
stratum were manually relocated. Also, sample sites located at ambiguous areas (e.g. small pixel
clusters) were relocated.
Labels were defined based on a visual assessment using Sentinel-2 time-series images in 2017
from Sentinel Hub EO Browser (Sinergise Ltd., n.d.) and available high resolution satellite images
from Google Earth Pro. It should be noted that samples covered by shadow or cloud pixels were
regarded as invalid epochs and therefore not labelled. Samples not covered by these pixels are
valid epochs and were labelled as:
•
•
•
•

permanent water, if pixel is covered by water in all valid epochs
seasonal water, if pixel is covered by water at least once but not all valid epochs and the
bare surface is not vegetated
wetland, if pixel is covered by water at least once but not all valid epochs and the bare
surface is vegetated
non-water if pixel is neither covered by water nor wet in all valid epochs

Additionally, a confidence rating (low, moderate, high) was defined for each label to evaluate the
uncertainty of the validation samples (Olofsson et al., 2014).
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Map accuracy metrics
Secondly, an accuracy assessment was performed based on a confusion matrix (see example
table 5) and several classification accuracies (equations 10-13). The JRC-GSW-S does not include
a wetland class like the Sentinel-2 based DWM. Therefore, several confusion matrices were
computed for different classification sets: with and without wetland areas.

Classified

Table 5. Example of a confusion matrix

Permanent
water
Seasonal
water

Observed
Permanent
Seasonal water
water
True Positive
False Positive
(TP)
(FP)
False Negative
True Negative
(FN)
(TN)

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝑂𝐴) =

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝑇𝑁

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒𝑟 ′ 𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝑃𝐴) =
𝑈𝑠𝑒𝑟′𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝑈𝐴) =

𝐹1 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

2 ∗ 𝑃𝐴 ∗ 𝑈𝐴
𝑃𝐴 + 𝑈𝐴

(10)
(11)

(12)

(13)

True Positive (TP) and True Negative (TN) refer to the cost of correct classifications, False
Negative (FN) and False Positive (FP) are the cost of misclassifications (Lai & Tsai, 2019). The
overall accuracy (OA) pertains to the proportion between the number of correctly classified
samples and total number of samples. The producer’s- and user’s accuracies describe how well
the pixels are classified on an image and the probability that the classified pixels are indeed
found in the field (Ismail et al., 2009). The F1 score is the harmonic mean between producer’sand user’s accuracies.
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Chapter 3 Result
This chapter presents the results and findings of the study. Section 3.1 explains which Sentinel-2
multispectral bands were selected for the MNWS model and how it performed in detecting
surface water over different environmental conditions and surface conditions. Subsequently, the
classification performances of the Sentinel-2 based Dynamic Water Map and JRC-GSW-S map are
given in section 3.2.

3.1 MNWS model
3.1.1 Selection of suitable spectral bands as input of MNWS model
Figure 5 illustrates the spectral signatures of eight different land cover types (see appendix 3)
including cloud and cloud shadows. The spectral signatures were extracted from mosaic images
taken on images taken on 25th February 25th June and 29th August 2017. Water pixels were found
to be well separated from cloud shadows, cloud, and bright soil pixels in the visible spectrum
(B2, B3 and B4). In the near-infrared region (B5 to B8A) most terrestrial features such as
vegetation and settlement, among others, appear brighter than dark soil, cloud shadow and
water. Furthermore, water and cloud shadows pixels were found to have very low reflectance
values at the short-wave infrared spectrum (B11 and B12).
For the final MNWS model, Sentinel-2 bands B2, B3, B4, B8A, B11 and B12 were selected.
Sentinel-2 band B8A was selected over B8 because it has a smaller bandwidth (855-875 nm)
compared to B8 (785-900 nm). Hence, band B8A could support a more accurate spectral
information. Moreover, based on figure 5, B8A showed greater separability between water and
most terrestrial features.

Figure 5. Spectral signatures of eight different land cover types based on mosaic images taken on 25th February 25th June
29th August 2017. The mean reflectance value of each sample is shown here. The blue and grey regions depict the
standard deviations (± 1 std.) of the water and cloud shadow samples, respectively.
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3.1.2 Suitable MNWS threshold value
MNWS images were computed from mosaic images taken on 25th February 25th June and 29th
August 2017, using the selected bands B2, B3, B4, B8A, B11 and B12. MNWS pixel values were
extracted based on the sample areas shown in appendix 3. A boxplot of each land cover type,
except cloud features, is shown in figure 6. Cloud pixels were found to have very high MNWS
values, and therefore presumed to be easier to separate from water pixels.
Based on the boxplots, the MNWS values of water pixels range between 0.2 and 4.8 with a mean
of around 1.3. The range of MNWS values of most non-water pixels were found much higher
compared to water pixels. The MNWS values of cloud shadow pixels range between 0.5 and 8.4
with a mean of around 4.4. In this regard, an optimal threshold can be set for water pixels with
MNWS values less than 0.5. However, this would lead to a large underestimation of detected
surface water areas. Therefore, a few less restrictive MNWS thresholds values (2.0, 3.0 and 4.0)
were explored.
Figure 7 shows the binarized MNWS model results with respect to each threshold value. A rigid
threshold limit (MNWS ≤ 2) was not able to detect most of the surface water pixels covering the
oxbow lake in figure 7(a.) and small ponds in figure 7(b.). A less rigid threshold (4.0) was found
more effective in revealing these surface water areas but also more prone to cloud shadow
pixels as shown in figure 7(c.). A moderate threshold limit (MNWS ≤ 3) seemed to be less
sensitive to cloud shadow pixels while also effective in revealing most surface water areas.
Therefore, a MNWS threshold value of 3.0 was selected for further analyses.

Figure 6. MNWS boxplots of different land cover types. The samples were extracted from MNWS images taken on 25th
February 25th June and 29th August 2017.
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Figure 7. MNWS model results for mosaic images taken on 25th February (a.), 25th June (b.) and 29th August (c.), 2017. The
first three rows show the detected water pixels (red) for MNWS threshold of 2.0, 3.0 and 4.0, respectively. The fourth and
fifth rows depict the MNWS images (scaled between 0 and 8) and pseudo color composites (B11, B8A, B2) (blue/ dark
blue pixels are associated with water). All maps are north facing.
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3.1.3 MNWS model performance
Several MNWS images of 2017 were computed to assess the performance of the MNWS model in
detecting surface water in different environmental and surface conditions. A MNWS threshold
value of 3.0 (see subsection 3.1.2) was used to segment the image to water and non-water pixels.
The detected surface waters from the MWNS images were compared against the RWS regions
(see subsection 2.2.2). The RWS region was created based on the MNDWI and the MGRN indices.
The results are presented in figures 8 and 9.
In general, the MNWS model was able to detect more water pixels compared to the RWS region
algorithm. Both the MNWS and the RWS algorithms showed similar performances in detecting
open water or flooded areas (figure 9a.).
The MNWS model was much better at detecting water pixels through thin clouds or haze as
shown in figures 8(a.) and 9(b.), whereas the RWS algorithm only detected clear open waters.
Small channels and isolated surface waters or wetlands shown in figure 8(b.) were well detected
by the MNWS model.
The MNWS model also detected many cloud shadow pixels over land in figure 8(b.), whereas in
figure 8(c.) no cloud shadows were misinterpreted. In this regard, the performance of the MNWS
model in separating cloud shadow pixels from water pixels seemed to vary per image. However,
this was anticipated because both have similar low reflectance values (see subsection 3.1.1).
Besides, the employed invalid pixel masks (see subsection 2.2.4) should compensate for this
limitation.
Furthermore, the MNWS model was able to detect sun glint contaminated water pixels (figure
9c.) excellently, whilst the RWS algorithm showed poor performance in this regard.
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Figure 8. Comparison between MNWS and RWS detected water pixels for different environmental and surface conditions.
The rows (a, b, and c) are example subsets showing these conditions. The left column illustrates the detected water pixels,
whilst the right column shows a pseudo color composite (B11, B8A, B2) for reference. The black arrows indicate notable
spots where the algorithm performs worst or best. All maps are north facing. Base map by © CARTO.
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Figure 9. Comparison between MNWS and RWS detected water pixels for different environmental and surface conditions.
The rows (a, b, and c) are example subsets showing these conditions. The left column illustrates the detected water pixels,
whilst the right column shows a true color composite (B4, B3, B2) for reference. The black arrow indicates a notable spot
where the algorithm performs worst or best. All maps are north facing. Base map by © CARTO.
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3.2 Classification performance
3.2.1 Dynamic Water Map
A water coverage frequency image was computed based on the selected 45 time-series MNWS
images of 2017. The image result is shown in appendix 4. The water coverage frequency image
was reclassified to create a Sentinel-2 based Dynamic Water Map (S2-DWM). Both the S2-DWM
and JRC-GSW-S are shown in figure 11. Several resemblances were observed in both map
products despite their differences in water seasonality criteria. Notable wetland areas on the S2DWM (e.g. figures 11 a, b, d) were found at similar locations as the non-water areas on the JRCGSW-S map (e.g. figures 11 a’, b’, d’). Figures 11(c. and c’.) show an example of a particular highly
vegetated wetland that was found flooded twice that year. The JRC-GSWS-S (figure 11c’.) did not
capture this surface water change. Figures 11(d. and d’.) show the mouth of Lake St. Lucia that
was dredged in 2017 (see subsection 2.1.1) to allow more water to be discharged into the lake
via the Mfolozi river located south. The S2-DWM classified the mouth area as partially seasonal
and permanent waters, whilst the JRC-GSW-S only classified this area as seasonal water.
Figure 10 shows the latitudinal and longitude surface water areas of S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S.
The sum of surface water areas at every 10 pixels (100 meters) in latitudinal (i.e. horizontal) and
longitudinal (i.e. vertical) directions were computed in this regard. In this figure, the surface
water areas of Lake St. Lucia appear as notable peaks from around 40 to 80 km (latitudinal) and
around 10 to 30 km (longitudinal). Based on the results, it was evident that S2-DWM estimated
more permanent water areas than JRC-GSW-S in both directions. The standard error (RMSE=1.2)
indicates that both maps have a higher agreement in estimated permanent water areas in
latitudinal direction. For seasonal waters, the JRC-GSW-S estimated more surface areas than S2DWM in both directions for the lake area, even with seasonal and wetland areas combined. On
the contrary, higher estimated S2-DWM seasonal water and wetland areas were observed
dispersed outside the lake areas. The standard errors (RMSE=1.13 and RMSE=2.10) of seasonal
waters show that a slightly higher agreement between S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S was achieved if
seasonal and wetland areas were combined.
Table 6 shows a summary of total surface areas of each class based on the S2-DWM and JRCGSW-S map. It should be noted that non-water pixels on the S2-DWM were defined as all pixels
that were not detected by the WCT algorithm. Using the same class definition as S2-DWM, the
non-water pixels on the JRC-GSW-S map would account for about 121354.02
(5533.55+115820.47) hectares of surface area. In general, the S2-DWM and the JRC-GSW-S map
have a similar estimation of open water (the sum of seasonal and permanent waters) areas,
while the S2-DWM detected more water-related (including wetland, seasonal and permanent
waters) areas than the JRC-GSW-S map because of the inclusion of vegetated wetlands. The
result also showed that the S2-DWM estimated a larger permanent surface water area
(26210.17 ha) compared to JRC-GSWS-S (20139.91 ha). On the contrary, the JRC-GSWS-S
estimated a larger seasonal surface water area (9465.37 ha) compared to S2-DWM (2404.42 ha).
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Figure 10. Comparison of latitudinal (left column) and longitudinal (right column) surface water areas according to S2DWM and JRC-GSW-S. The latitudinal and longitudinal distances (km) are relative to the most northern and western
points, respectively, of the maps. The water seasonality classes are abbreviated as wetland (Wl), seasonal (Sw) and
permanent (Pw) waters. The standard error (RMSE) between S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S is given according to each water
seasonality class.

Table 6. Total surface area (hectares) of each class based on the S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S map products. Note that the
original JRC-GSW-S dataset does not define a wetland class. The total water of S2-DWM is inclusive wetland areas.

S2-DWM
JRC_GSW-S

Non-water

Wetland

119102.65
5533.55

3237.54
−

Seasonal
water
2404.42
9465.37

Permanent
water
26210.17
20139.91

Total
water
31852.12
29605.28
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Figure 11. S2-DWM (left) and JRC-GSW-S (right) map of 2017. Both maps depict the surface water dynamic of St. Lucia wetland. The classes are abbreviated as non-water (Nw), wetland
(Wl), seasonal (Sw) and permanent (Pw) waters. Note that, the JRC-GSW-S does not include a wetland class. The mini maps show close-ups of several notable surface water or wetland
areas. The red circle indicates the location of the dredged spoil that was removed during the year. The red square indicates a highly vegetated area.
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3.2.2 Map accuracy result
A total of 208 validation sample sites were randomly distributed over the study area with an
equal allocation of samples sites(n=52) in each S2-DWM class stratum. Appendix 5 shows the
location of the validation sample sites along with their label confidence ratings. About 75% of
the samples received a high rating, whilst 17% and 8% received moderate and low ratings,
respectively. Surface water areas covered with algae or aquatic vegetation and waterlogged
lands were ambiguous to label because the pixels appear dark or muddy.
Several map accuracies were computed for both S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S map products with
different classification sets: with and without wetland areas. The results are shown in figure 12.
Figure 12(a.) shows the accuracy of S2-DWM (left map in figure 11) based on the initial labelled
stratified samples. Figure 12(b.) shows the accuracy of S2-DWM in which the initial wetland and
seasonal water pixels were merged into a single seasonal water class. Figure 12(c.) shows the
map accuracy of JRC-GSW-S. In this figure, it should be noted that non-water areas refer to the
original non-water areas (right map in figure 11) and any other areas not covered by water.
Based on the reported accuracies, the S2-DWM achieved overall accuracies of 73% (figure 12a.)
and 86% (figure 12b.) for the classification sets with and without wetland areas, respectively.
The JRC-GSW-S achieved an overall accuracy of 83%. The inclusion of wetland areas in S2-DWM
in figure 12(a.) led to an underestimation of seasonal waters because the map only detected
56% (PA) of the seasonal water areas but 63% (UA) were supposed to be true. In the same
figure, wetland areas were overestimated since 68% (PA) of wetlands were detected but only
54% (UA) were true. The commission errors in seasonal water and wetland were mostly caused
by mis-detected wetlands (n=12) and seasonal waters (n=14), respectively.
Combining wetland areas with the initial seasonal water areas (figure 12b.) seemed to yield a
better agreement between S2-DWM and the observed sample sites. It should be noted that
combining these classes led to a larger sample size of seasonal waters compared to other strata.
Also, many samples were assigned to non-water in JRC-GSW-S (figure 12c.) because the nonwater areas represented a larger stratum as previously mentioned. With respect to the water
seasonality, the S2-DWM was much effective at estimating seasonal water areas (F1-score 85%;
figure 12b,), whilst the JRC-GSW-S was much better at estimating permanent water areas (F1score = 86%; figure 12c.). However, the S2-DWM seemed to slightly overestimate both seasonal
and permanent waters based on their higher PAs (87% and 85%) compared to UAs (84% and
77%). On the contrary, the JRC-GSW underestimated seasonal waters (PA = 69%; UA = 75%) and
overestimated permanent waters (PA = 89%; UA = 82%).
Based on the high confidence labelled sample sites, the JRC-GSW-S map showed a higher
accuracy of 85% (figure 12c.). The S2-DWM showed a similar accuracy of 73% for four classes
(figure 12a.) and slightly lower accuracy of 85% for three classes (figure 12b.). It should be
noted that using fewer samples yielded a more unbalanced confusion matrix. Any increases in
accuracy were probably caused by larger proportion of non-water or permanent water samples
because they were easier to label. Therefore, the computed accuracies with high confidence
labelled samples were regarded as inconclusive.
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Figure 12. Confusion matrices (left column) and map accuracies (centre column) of S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S map
products for different class definitions. The right columns show an example subset depicting the corresponding map
products. The axes of the confusion matrices present the class labels with the number of samples. The overall accuracy
(OA) is computed for a total of 208 validation samples, whilst OA* is computed based on 157 high confidence labelled
samples. The class labels are abbreviated as non-water (Nw), wetland (Wl), seasonal (Sw) and permanent (Pw) waters.
Non-water pixels on the maps are set to no data for clarity.
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Chapter 4 Discussion
Mapping surface water dynamics in wetlands using optical remotely sensed images have been
done by many researchers around the world, using different methods and satellite sensors.
Particularly, the use of Sentinel-2 optical data have gained popularity due to its high spectral and
spatial resolutions, However, their applications are influenced by many factors including
environmental conditions, water body complexity, data preparation and employed surface water
detection methods. This chapter will review several of these aspects.

4.1 Uncertainty of classification accuracy
4.1.1 Sentinel-2 ground segment anomalies
In this study, Sentinel-2 Level-1C orthoimage products were sourced from Google Earth Engine.
These products are provided as 100 km2 large square tiles. Each tile is composed of one or more
data strips which form the orthoimage (European Space Agency, n.d.-b). Due to Sentinel-2
viewing geometry and the way the data strips are acquired, users may encounter images with
ground segment processing errors. These ground segments are responsible for processing and
archiving the observed Sentinel-2 images. Anomalies caused by the ground segments may lead
to duplicated tile products or missing data strips in the archive (European Space Agency, 2016,
2019). A few of the selected Sentinel-2 images in this study also missed several data strips at the
east coast of St. Lucia wetland (see appendix 2). It was opted to mask out the entire east coast
for the consistency of the water coverage frequency map. Most of the surface water areas were
covered on the remaining data strips, therefore it was justified to mask out the entire east coast.
It is presumed that missing data strips also occur in Sentinel-2 Level-2 (bottom-of-atmosphere
reflectance) data product because the data are derived from the same Level-1 products. Missing
data strips could have major implications for mapping wetland surface water dynamics at
country or continental scales. As many surface water areas and wetlands are transboundary
(Griffin & Ali, 2014) or are connected to a large scale landscape, it could be challenging to
acquire the full set of Sentinel-2 tile products with consistent data strips to cover the entire
study region.

4.1.2 Geometric accuracy
Satellite data products are also subject to geometric and radiometric errors. Particularly, multitemporal registration and absolute geolocation accuracies are two aspects that should be
considered when working with time-series and different satellite sensors. Multi-temporal
registration accuracy refers to the geolocation consistency between the same image products
(Saunier & Northrop, 2017), whilst absolute geolocation accuracy refers to the measured
position of a single image with respect to its actual location. Sentinel-2 Level-1C products have a
multi-temporal registration accuracy of 12 m (at 95.5% confidence level) and an absolute
geolocation accuracy of 12.5 m (at 95.5% confidence level) (European Space Agency, 2017).
Landsat-8 Level-1 (L1T) products have a multi-temporal registration accuracy of less than 5 m
and an absolute geolocation accuracy of 12 m (at 90% confidence level) (Saunier & Northrop
2017).
For Sentinel-2 images, the multi-temporal registration error is more than the 0.3 pixel accuracy
requirement or 3 m and 6 m for 10 m and 20 m band images, respectively (Drusch et al., 2012).
Based on figure 13 more than 50% of the observations in 2017 did not meet this requirement.
Therefore, in this regard, the spatial resolution of the employed Sentinel-2 time-series in this
study could be between 30 m and 40 m. Consequently, the water coverage frequency map could
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be underestimating (i.e. detecting lesser water pixels) or overestimating (i.e. detecting more
water pixels) surface water areas. This is especially a challenge for accurate assessment of the
surface water seasonality and exact delineation of wetland habitats

Figure 13. Multi-temporal performance statistics for Sentinel-2 A and B. Figure adapted from (European Space Agency,
2017).

Furthermore, the co-registration error between Sentinel-2 and Landsat-8 sensors was estimated
at 22.3 m for images taken in 2017 (Saunier & Northrop, 2017). This means that there is an
offset of about two Sentinel-2 10 m pixels or about two-third of Landsat-8 30 m pixel when
overlaying the images on top of each other. In this study, the validation samples were allocated
based on the S2-DWM strata and the JRC-GSW-S pixel values were extracted accordingly.
Therefore, with regards to said co-registration error, this could have an impact on the map
accuracy of the JRC-GSW-S dataset for small isolated strata.

4.1.3 Image specific metadata and mosaicking
In this study, the 6S atmospheric correction model was used to derive surface reflectance
products from Sentinel-2 TOA reflectance data. The model requires image specific metadata,
such as sensor and solar viewing geometries, among others. The study area is divided into two
tiles, hence image pairs with matching dates were merged into a single mosaic prior
atmospheric correction. Image metadata were also merged for convenience. In this regard, it
could be argued whether atmospheric corrections on individual image tiles would produce more
accurate surface reflectance. A closer inspection at the image acquisition times showed that each
image tile pairs has the exact same timestamps. Therefore, it was presumed that the variability
in solar or sensor viewing geometries and solar irradiance metadata were small and could be
neglected. Note that the Level-2 data products are possibly more accurate because they are
processed per tile. As Sentinel-2 global surface reflectance (Level-2) products are available from
December 2018 onwards (Louis et al., 2019), the atmospheric correction steps performed in this
study can be neglected for studies that use recent Sentinel-2 images.

4.1.4 Atmospheric constituents
Beside image metadata, the model requires several atmospheric constituent information
including water vapour, ozone, and aerosol thickness. In this study, these datasets were sourced
from the Google Earth Engine Data Catalog. Unfortunately, the datasets contain data gaps
presumably due to their coarse resolutions. To extract the atmospheric data and resolve these
data gap issues, the author opted for a Python code snippet by Murphy (2018). The open source
code was provided, and the latest update dated back from 2018. Therefore, it could be argued
whether the datasets were appropriate to be used for analysis or if using other datasets would
be a much better option. In this regard, an elementary spectral signature analysis (see figure 2
on page 7) was only done for a few locations to justify the need for atmospheric correction when
working with time-series. Based on figure 2, it was presumed that the 6S model and the given
atmospheric datasets would yield satisfactory results for the entire image as well.
Furthermore, the atmospheric constituent values were extracted based on the centroid of the
study area. After a closer inspection, a few pixels could cover the entire study area despite the
dataset’s coarse spatial resolutions (see example figure 14). Using only the centroid value could
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have a significant impact on the surface reflectance computation if the pixel values greatly vary
per location and time. Therefore, on hindsight, it would have been a better option to use the
mean pixel value of the entire study area instead.

Figure 14. Example aerosol optical thickness at 550nm (AOT), ozone (O 3) and water vapour (H2O) images of 1st February
2017. The red dot indicates the centroid of the study area (black line). The image pixels are annotated with their values.
Base map by © Open Street Map.

4.2 Performance of Water Change Tracking algorithm
4.2.1 Reliable Water Sample regions extraction
The results (see figure 9b. on page 19) showed that the MNWS model have performance issues
regarding separating cloud shadow pixels from water pixels. The example on figure 15(a.)
reveals that the MNDWI, to which the RWS region was computed upon, falsely assigned cloud
shadow pixels as RWS regions. Consequently, cloud shadow pixels over land were misclassified
as water pixels. A higher threshold could have avoided these false pixels at the cost of possibly
limited detected surface water areas.
In this regard. the Otsu’s method was employed to find the optimal threshold. The Otsu’s method
used the entire MNDWI image data in the computation. Applying such global thresholding
method on country scale or larger could lead to major overestimation or underestimation of the
S2-DWM. This is because each area may have different water types and environmental
conditions that could affect the image data and the optimal threshold. Therefore, it is presumed
that the adopted WCT algorithm is more effective for mapping the surface water dynamics of
small wetland areas.

Figure 15. Example maps comparing the detected water pixels between MNDWI threshold based on Otsu’s method (a.)
and manual set MNDWI threshold (a.) for a mosaic image taken on 30th July 2017.
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4.2.2 Clustering method
In this study the water clusters were computed based on the Mini Batch K-means algorithm
(Pedregosa et al., 2012; Sculley, 2010) rather than the classical K-means algorithm (Wu et al.,
2008). Essentially, the Mini Batch K-means used random samples (i.e. batches) of the data
instead of the entire data like the classical algorithm. This was found to significantly reduce
computation time while working with large image data as mentioned in (Guo et al., 2020;
Hassanzadeh et al., 2018) as well. During the study, the number of clusters and batch size
parameters were found to affect computation time the most. A batch size of 10000 samples (for
each band image used) and eight output clusters (K = 8) were defined empirically based on their
computation time and possible water types in the study area. The caveat of using a fixed a-priori
number of clusters K is that the model could become unstable or less effective when the
observed surface water area is clear or too homogenous in the feature space. This aspect was not
further investigated in the study.

4.3 Mapping surface water dynamics of wetlands
4.3.1 Map accuracies and surface water maps
S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S surface water dynamic maps
In this study, the S2-DWM with wetland areas (i.e. flooded vegetated areas) gained an accuracy
of 73%, whilst the S2-DWM with seasonal water and wetland areas combined achieved an
accuracy of 86%. The JRC-GSW-S map showed an accuracy of 83% for non-water and seasonal
and permanent waters. Based on the S2-DWM results, wetlands were often misclassified as
seasonal water areas and vice versa. Figure 16 shows an example of those areas. After closer
inspection of the time-series images, it was found that several low or moderately vegetated
areas were regularly flooded, and therefore misclassified as seasonal waters. This is also true for
the seasonal water areas in JRC-GSW-S. On the contrary, bare soil areas that were flooded once
or twice were misclassified as wetlands in S2-DWM. With respect to the S2-DWM map with
wetland class, it can be said that low or moderately vegetated areas were underestimated from
the total wetland area. This is a limitation of the WCT algorithm because it does not include
information regarding vegetated areas when creating the S2-DWM.
It should be noted that the S2-DWM was constructed based on different water seasonality
criteria and data sources compared to the JRC-GSW-S map. Hence, it could be argued whether
the estimated surface water areas and map accuracies can be regarded as conclusive. However,
it can be observed that wetland areas in S2-DWM correspond to non-water areas in JRC-GSW-S
(see example figure 16). Pekel et al. (2016) used a rule based expert systems to assign Landsat
image pixels to water, not-water (i.e. land) and no-data classes. Class assignment was guided
using multiple ancillary data layers and the multispectral feature-spaces of NDVI and HueSaturation-Value (from SWIR2, NIR and red bands). In their study, positive NDVI values were
mostly associated with non-water areas. Therefore, it can be presumed that both S2-DWM
wetland areas and JRC-GSW-S non-water areas are comparable in terms of flooded vegetated
areas. Due to time constraints, this aspect was not further investigated in this study. With
respect to the water seasonality strata in S2-DWM, additional analysis steps using the NDVI or
other spectral indices could perhaps improve the separation between bare soil and vegetated
areas.
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Figure 16. Example subset showing a pseudo color composite (B11, B8A, B2) (middle) taken on 6th January 2017, the S2DWM (left) and JRC-GSW-S (right). The dashed square indicates a vegetated area misclassified as seasonal water, whilst
the solid square indicates a bare surface area misclassified as wetland. The classes are abbreviated as non-water (Nw),
wetland (Wl), seasonal (Sw) and permanent (Pw) waters.

Original Landsat-8 based Dynamic Water Map
Chen et al., (2020) applied the original WCT algorithm on Landsat 8 time-series of 2015 to
assess the surface water dynamics of China. They used about 900 to 1000 samples to validate
the classification map across several test sites. Their study achieved an overall accuracy between
94.23% and 98.60% across these sites for permanent and temporary waters and non-water
classes. These high accuracies could be attributed to the more stable multi-temporal registration
of Landsat 8 products (see subsection 4.1.2) and the larger sample size. Also, Chen et al., (2020)
employed a cloud masking technique based on the function of mask (Fmask) (Zhu & Woodcock,
2012) that is more capable in masking cloud shadows over water and land. The Fmask tool
inputs Sentinel-2 Level-1 data as SAFE format. Unfortunately, Google Earth Engine does not
support this format, hence the tool was not used in this study.
Multi-level wetland classification map
A previous study done by Slagter et al. (2020) used both Sentinel-1 and 2 data for mapping
wetland characteristics in St. Lucia. For Sentinel-2, they particularly used time-series composites
covering the period from October 2016 to October 2018 (286 images). A supervised classifier
was employed to create a multi-level classification (three levels and ten classes) maps in which
each stratum was validated with 50 random sample points. The level 1 (permanent water,
upland, wetland classes) classification was found similar to the S2-DWM result (seasonal and
permanent waters, non-water, wetland classes) from this study. The Sentinel-2 based map result
for level 1 classes achieved overall accuracies of 80.2% and 85.8% for classification sets with
(S2+HV) and without (S2-HV) high-vegetated areas, respectively. Figure 17 shows an example
comparison between S2-HV map and the S2-DWM from this study. In this figure, S2-DWM wetland
is mostly associated with low and moderately vegetated areas that were temporarily or
permanently flooded. Non-vegetated temporarily flooded and low-vegetated permanently
flooded areas in the S2-HV map occurred in S2-DWM as seasonal water areas. Furthermore, both
maps showed highly similar patterns regarding permanent water areas. In this regard, it would
be possible to further classify the S2-DWM seasonal water and wetland strata into several lower
level classes with respect to the approach used in (Slagter et al., 2020).
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Figure 17. Comparison between the S2-HV multi-level classification map (top) from (Slagter et al., 2020) and the S2-DWM
(bottom) from this study. Abbreviations used in the multi-level classification map: temporarily flooded (TF), permanently
moist (PM), permanently flooded (PF). The black arrow indicates a vegetated area that was found flooded twice in this
study.

4.3.2 Effective mapping of surface water dynamics of wetlands
According to Perennou et al. (2018), effective mapping of water dynamics of wetlands using
remote sensing include the abilities to distinguish flooded and open water areas and good data
coverage of wetland hydroperiod, among others. Wetland hydroperiod refers to the duration of
time that water is available in wetlands (Gabrielsen et al., 2016). Optical sensors are well
capable in detecting open waters, but it is limited in detecting the presence of water under dense
vegetated areas (Slagter et al., 2020). Consequently, in this study, canopy covered surface water
areas could not be mapped effectively or were only detected on several occasions during major
flood events. Furthermore, this study only used 45 (mosaic images) out a total of 106
observations of 2017 for the analysis. The selected observations occurred at least once
(December) in each month, but there were months with more than four observations (e.g. 8 in
July,7 in August and 5 in June). Therefore, with respect to the hydroperiod of St. Lucia wetland, it
could be argued whether the selected observations were representative for 2017 or possibly
composed of redundant observations for the analysis. In this regard, the use of Sentinel-1 SAR
data could be more beneficial for mapping wetland surface water dynamics in frequently cloud
covered regions. The ability of SAR data to penetrate clouds allows a more consistent time-series
images which could better capture intermittent surface water changes that occur once or twice a
week. However, it should be noted that the Sentinel-1 C-band is limited for detecting surface
water under high-vegetated areas (Slagter et al., 2020).
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Chapter 5 Conclusion
This research explored the limitation and capability of Sentinel-2 based Water Change Tracking
algorithm to map and characterize the surface water dynamics of St. Lucia wetland. The data in
this study can be used as a reference for selecting a suitable method for detecting surface water
based on optical remote sensing images exclusively. Besides, the map results may support
further studies in improving monitoring and mapping surface water dynamics of wetlands. This
chapter address the research questions in this study along with a few recommendations.

5.1 Conclusion
RQ 1. Can the Sentinel-2 based WCT algorithm provide accurate mapping of wetland
surface water dynamics?
The Water Change Tracking algorithm was employed and modified to create a Sentinel-2 based
Dynamic Water Map of St. Lucia wetland. The spectral signature analysis results showed that
bands B2, B3, B4, B8A, B11 and B12 were found useful for separating surface water features
from most non-water features. The selected input bands along with a fixed MNWS threshold of
3.0 were effective in detecting surface water areas under different environmental and surface
conditions. The MNWS model was especially excellent at detecting surface water areas over thin
clouds and those affected by surface sun-glint. The performance of the MNWS model showed
that cloud shadows over land could be misclassified as water areas if the RWS region is heavily
covered by cloud shadows. However, the separability between cloud shadow and water pixels
were found to vary per image. Besides, the employed invalid pixel masks were found satisfactory
in excluding most cloud shadows prior computing the S2-DWM.
RQ 2. To what extent is the produced wetland surface water dynamic map comparable
with existing global surface water datasets?
The S2-DWM from this study were compared against the JRC-GSW-S dataset. The results showed
that the S2-DWM, with the inclusion of wetland areas, detected more water-related areas (total
area = 31852.12) than JRC-GSW-S (total area = 29605.28). In general, the S2-DWM estimated
more permanent waters (= 26210.17 ha) compared to JRC-GSW-S (= 20139.91 ha). On the
contrary, the JRC-GSW-S estimated more seasonal water areas (= 9456.37 ha) compared to S2DWM with the inclusion of wetlands (= 5641.96 ha) as seasonal water. Several map accuracies
were computed for different classification sets: with (four classes) and without wetland areas
(three classes). The accuracy assessment showed that the classification set with non-water and
seasonal and permanent waters (three classes) achieved the best overall accuracies of 86% and
83% for S2-DWM and JRC-GSW-S, respectively. With respect to the water seasonality classes in
the same classification set, the S2-DWM was found excellent in classifying seasonal water areas
(F1-score = 85%), whilst the JRC-GSW-S was more accurate at classifying permanent water
areas (F1-score = 86%).
All things considered, the use of high-spatial and temporal resolutions Sentinel-2 data showed
promising results for mapping highly temporal surface water changes. Moreover, the robustness
of the WCT algorithm in detecting surface water over different environmental and surface
conditions proved to be effective for complex wetland applications.
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5.2 Recommendation
1. Mapping surface water dynamics on single Sentinel-2 tiles
In this study, Sentinel-2 image products were merged into a single mosaic image based on
matching tile pairs. The caveat of such approach is that the clear non-matching tile products
were left unused but may be significant for short-term water dynamics. Therefore,
processing the images on tile basis would be more appropriate to preserve the temporal
resolution of the time-series. This could lead to a more accurate atmospheric correction
performance because the image metadata and atmospheric constituents are not aggregated
over a large area. Also, the performance of the WCT algorithm could be improved since the
image statistics are computed over a smaller area and for possibly more homogenous water
types.
2. Harmonized Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 dataset
The original WCT algorithm is tailored towards the application of optical sensors for
mapping surface water dynamics. Therefore, the algorithm would benefit most for satellite
sensors with similar spectral bands. Recently, researchers at NASA developed a Harmonized
Landsat-8 and Sentinel-2 (HSL) surface reflectance data product (Claverie et al., 2018). The
application of the HSL dataset have showed promising results for tracking within-season
dynamics of water and aquatic vegetation (Zhou et al., 2019) and capturing surface water
dynamics of dryland floodplain (Tulbure et al., 2018).
3. Sentinel-1 and 2 data fusion
The application of Sentinel-1 SAR data can complement the mapping of surface water
dynamics over cloudy or vegetated areas. Sentinel-1 has a similar high spatial resolution and
revisit frequency as Sentinel-2 which makes it attractive for mapping surface water
dynamics. Its applicability during cloudy condition can support a more consistent timeseries data compared to Sentinel-2. Also, Sentinel-1 C-band (~5.5 cm wavelength) SAR data
is able to penetrate the top layer soil, which therefore could be promising for groundwaterfed wetlands or wetlands areas close to the water table (Gondwe et al., 2010). To gain the
best of both sensors, Bioresita et al. (2019) showed that a data fusion approach between
Sentinel-1 and 2 could improve the map accuracies of temporal and permanent waters.
4. Better cloud shadow masks
The study showed that cloud shadow pixels often led to misclassification of detected surface
water areas. These erroneous pixels should be omitted from the MNWS model, especially
during the computation of RWS regions. In this study the invalid pixel masks were limited to
masking cloud shadows over land due to the pixel value similarities in the difference images.
The original WCT algorithm (Chen et al., 2020) adopted an object-based cloud masking
method from the function of mask (Zhu & Woodcock, 2012). The method estimates the
geometrical shift of the cloud shadow with respect to the cloud’s location and height.
Therefore, such approach would be more appropriate for surface water applications.
5. Integrating hydrological data
To accurately map the surface water dynamics of wetlands it is essential to understand the
hydroperiod in St. Lucia. Unfortunately, this study did not put emphasis on the hydroperiod
of St. Lucia wetland because it would require an extended study on the water regime and
climate. Nevertheless, water regime is the main driver of wetland ecosystems and therefore
has a significant impact on the surface water dynamics. St. Lucia wetland is an estuarine
ecosystem and the area receives its water from rainfall, river inflow, sea-estuary exchange
and the aquifer (i.e. groundwater) (Taylor et al., 2004). Changes in the rate of sea-estuary
exchange or the groundwater level are probably not directly visible through surface water
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volume or area. On the contrary, rainfall and runoff data could be more promising for
complementing the mapping of surface water dynamics. A recent study demonstrated the
capability of long-term Landsat time-series data in combination with stream gage data to
assess the surface water extents in California (Walker et al., 2020).
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Appendix 1 6S atmospheric correction model and input data
This appendix describes the atmospheric correction procedures performed in this study (see
section 2.1.3) based on the 6S Radiative Transfer Model. The Py6S Python interface is employed
in conjunction with Google Earth datasets. Most of the steps and choice of datasets presented in
this section refer to (Murphy, 2018).

Surface reflectance calculation
In its simplicity, surface reflectance 𝜌 is expressed as (Moran et al., 1992; Vermote et al., 2006):
𝜌=

𝜋(𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑑 − 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑚 )
𝜏(𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑟 + 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓 )

(14)

Where 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑚 is the path radiance (i.e. intrinsic atmospheric radiance), 𝜏 the total transmissivity,
𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑟 and 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑓 the direct and diffuse solar radiances respectively. These parameters are estimated
by the model through a Spectral Response Function (SRF) for each multispectral channel for a
given sensor. Each channel has a different peak response wavelength and spectral bandwidth
which therefore should be addressed individually. The Py6S interface supports the SRF of all the
spectral bands of the multispectral channels from Sentinel-2 MSI and other sensors.
Additionally, solar and sensor angles and atmospheric constituent’s data (see next sections)
during the satellite observation is required to estimate the spectral response of each channel.
The input at-sensor radiance 𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑑 is derived from Sentinel-2 Level-1 orthoimage products based
on equations 2 and 3 (Chander et al., 2009; Wahid and Akiyama, 2007).
𝐿𝑟𝑎𝑑 =

𝐿 𝑇𝑂𝐴 ∗ 𝐸𝑆𝑈𝑁 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃𝑠
𝜋 ∗ 𝑑2

𝑑 = 1 − 0.01672 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(0.9856 ∗ (𝑑𝑎𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟 − 4))

(15)
(16)

Where 𝐿 𝑇𝑂𝐴 is the TOA reflectance multispectral band image, 𝐸𝑆𝑈𝑁 the mean solar irradiance,
𝜃𝑠 the solar zenith angle and 𝑑 the Earth-Sun distance. The Earth-Sun distances for the selected
mosaic dates are shown in figure A.

Figure A. Earth-Sun distance in astronomical unit (AU) used to convert TOA reflectance to at-sensor radiance. The x-axis
refers to the selected mosaic dates and its day of the year in parentheses.
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Image metadata
Solar and sensor angles metadata (see figures A and B) are taken from each Sentinel-2 Level-1
(TOA) image of 2017. For solar metadata, the average solar zenith angle for all bands
(‘MEAN_SOLAR_ZENITH_ANGLE)’ and average solar azimuth angle for all bands
(‘MEAN_SOLAR_AZIMUTH_ANGLE’) are retrieved. Additionally, solar irradiance
(‘SOLAR_IRRADIANCE_[BANDNAME]’) metadata is retrieved for each band. For sensor
metadata, the average incidence zenith angle for all bands (‘MEAN_INCDENCE_ZENITH_ANGLE’)
and average incidence azimuth angle for all bands (‘MEAN_INCIDENCE_AZIMUTH_ANGLE’) are
retrieved. Subsequently, the mean value of the metadata is calculated for each image tile-pairs
with matching observation dates to suit the 45 selected mosaics (see section 2.1.3). Figures B
and C show the solar and sensor metadata for the selected mosaics.

Atmospheric constituent’s data
Water vapor (H2O), ozone (O3) and Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) at 550nm data are retrieved
from NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis (Kalnay et al., 1996), TOMS and OMI Merged Ozone (NASA/GSFC,
2012) and MOD08_M3.061 Terra Atmosphere Monthly Global Product (Platnick et al., 2015)
datasets available in GEE Data Catalog respectively. NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis dataset provides the
total column water vapor at 2.5 arc degrees resolution. TOMS and OMI Merged Ozone dataset
provides the total column ozone at 1 arc degrees resolution. MOD08_M3.061 Terra Atmosphere
Monthly Global Product dataset also provides the AOT at 1 arc degree resolution. Due to the
coarse resolution of the datasets, only samples from the centre of the study area are taken.
Figure D shows the atmospheric constituent’s data for the selected mosaic dates.

Figure B. Solar and sensor angles image metadata during Sentinel-2 satellite observation in 2017. The data shown are
aggregated (mean value) from matching tile-pairs. The x-axis refers to the selected mosaic dates.
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Figure C. Solar irradiance image metadata for a selection of Sentinel-2 bands during the satellite observation in 2017.
The data shown are aggregated (mean value) from matching tile-pairs. The x-axis refers to the selected mosaic dates but
only the months of every eight observations are displayed for clarity.

Figure D. Water vapor (H2O), ozone (O3) and Aerosol Optical Thickness at 550nm (AOT) data retrieved from NCEP/NCAR
Reanalysis, TOMS and OMI Merged Ozone and MOD08_M3.061 Terra Atmosphere Monthly Global Product datasets,
respectively. The data shown are aggregated (mean value) from matching tile-pairs during the satellite observation in
2017. The x-axis refers to the selected mosaic dates but only the months of every eight observations are displayed for
clarity.

Predefined 6S input parameters
Other input parameters that are predefined for the 6S model are shown below.
Predefined 6S input parameters

Parameter
Terrain elevation (km)

Value
0.025

Aerosol model

Maritime

Ground reflectance scenario

Homogeneous Lambertian
surface with spectrally
constant reflectance value
(i.e. albedo) of 0.3 (default)

Description
Mean elevation of the study
area. Value is calculated
based on SRTM 30m dataset
(Farr, 2007).
Simulates the composition of
atmospheric particles in
maritime regions.
Describes the ground
reflectance scenario. Here the
default albedo value is used
which is assumed to be
typical for land surfaces.
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Appendix 2 Selected reference mosaic images for cloud and cloud
shadow masking

Selected refence mosaic images. A pseudo color composite based on bands B11, B8A, B2 is displayed here for clarity. Blue
pixels refer to the presence of water. It should be noted that due to missing data strips in several Sentinel-2 images, the
east coast (see top left reference image) of the study area is regarded as no-data.
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Appendix 3 Selected sample areas for spectral signature analysis

Selected sample areas used for spectral signature analysis for mosaic images taken on 25th February 25th June and 29th August 2017. Eight different land cover types are defined:
agriculture (Ag), bright soil (Bs), cloud (Cl), dark soil (Ds), settlement (Se), cloud shadow (Sh), vegetation (Ve) and water (Wa). The mini maps show a true color composite closeup of the a
few sample areas.
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Appendix 4 Water coverage frequency image

Water coverage frequency (WF) image computed based on 45 multi-temporal MNWS images of 2017. The mini maps
show close-ups of several notable surface water and wetland areas. Zero water frequency values are set as no data, hence
the lowest value equals to a single observation.
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Appendix 5 Validation samples

Location of the validation samples overlaid on top of the Sentinel-2 based Dynamic Water Map (S2-DWM). Non-water
pixels are set to no-data for clarity.
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